
LIGAMENTS
Inspired by the work of Arnold K, Gavin Norman, Oblidisiderptch, Phlox,
Skerples, and SunderedWorldDM.

Special Thanks to:
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and play.
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What is LIGAMENTS?
LIGAMENTS is a tabletop role-playing game I created for efficient and
crystal clear methodology when exploring or dungeon crawling. It can
be used for all kinds of genres, with a specific focus on fantasy.
Weapons and equipment are presumed to be from the medieval era
through the age of sail.

Who you are, what you know, none of that ever really matters in the
thick of it. The things that matter are what you have, and how cleverly
you use it.

Other than that, all you can do is get lucky.



Character Creation

 Roll 3d6 to determine your Capacity, then again for your Luck.
 When either stat is under 7, give either stat a �1.
 When either stat rolls over 13, decrease either stat by �1.
 Determine your Species, and Career, using the table in the front.
 Pick a Class, record its A template and equipment.
 Roll 3 times on the equipment table in the back, adding them to

your sheet.

Mechanics

In any situation you'd like to take action, the Gamemaster is encouraged
to take stock of your resources and time.

If you have a tool perfect for the situation, you can do it without trouble,
though it takes time. When you are in danger, you have no time.

If you have no time, you must expend or lose resources. When you
don't have the supplies to take action, you have no resources.

When you have no time, and no resources, you must test your luck.
Which you have no control over.

Other situations exist, such as those that are impossible without time,
impossible without resources, or impossible without luck. Determining
the odds is up to the Gamemaster, using the procedure above.



Capacity

The weight of your world, in your pockets and in your mind.

Your capacity represents your physical and mental load. The things you
decide to bring along, but also ones you don't intend to keep, such as
injuries or trauma.

Items � Fill slots, heavy items take up 2 slots. Light items are bundled
in groups of 5 of a kind. Coins may be bundled 100 of a kind. All
clothing takes up just 1 slot together.

Spells � Each memorized spell fills a slot, when cast, the slot empties.

Injuries � Fills a slot. Sometimes healed over time, sometimes
permanent.

Empty Slots � 5ft of movement per turn. Add when testing your luck.

Luck

Close is the sword to the neck, swift are the feet that flee death.

The luck stat determines the number you roll against when avoiding
danger. It represents your sheer determination, willpower, and the
whims of fate. Having the lowest luck in the party makes you a target.

Luck � Roll equal to or under this whenever your time and resources
have run out, or to avoid death and danger. Empty slots are added
whenever you test your luck.

Advantage � Test your luck twice and choose the more successful
option. Disadvantage would do the same, but you choose the less
successful option.



Career

Whatever you did before risking your life on a daily basis gave you a bit
of innate skill that comes in handy from time to time. If you don't have
the proper time or resources for a situation, but you're skilled at what
you're attempting, you can make do. Meaning, you can ignore the time
or resource requirement if you have at least half of what you need. (i.e.
half as many nails, or half as much time to nail them in)

Your career also grants any basic knowledge it would impart, such as
tracking daylight as a farmer, identifying metal as a blacksmith, or
finding informants as a burglar.



Species

Species Perk

Crabblock
You may roll on the injury and death table in lieu of
testing your luck, where it makes sense.

Dwarf Rolls on the injury and death table are rolled at a �2.

Elf Your luck counts as double when bad luck is a factor.

Gnome
Natural material items are always 1 slot for you, while
manufactured material items are always 2 slots. �Doesn't
affect armor/shields)

Goblin You bundle small like items as 10 of a kind.

Halfling
When testing your luck, if you roll the number exactly,
you and your allies earn a situational advantage of your
choice, approved by the GM.

Human
You receive one “supply” while resting in town, this
supply can be opened at any time to reveal a 1 slot item
you could have found in town.

Kobold
Enemies subtract half your luck from any saves they
make.

Mantid
If you spend your turn eating a fallen foe mid-combat, it
will force any intelligent enemies to make a morale test.

Ogre
You're massive, and can carry unwieldy items as though
they were 3 slots.

Orc You treat all non-armor, non-shield items as 1 slot.

Slugling Your usage dice only lower when rolling a 1.



Combat

A type of action one can take is to engage in combat. Combat will test
your luck, and affect your capacity.

 All combatants with the element of surprise act first in any order.
 Then, all combatants test luck for initiative, the side with the

highest successes goes first.
 Combatants may Attack, Move, or attempt a Gambit in any

combination of two.
 Once all combatants of a side has gone, the next side goes.
 When all sides have acted, the combat round is over.
 Once combat has been ended, all damage is cleared from surviving

combatants. Injuries remain, however.

Attack � The enemy is struck for certain and damage is rolled. If the
enemy has cover, the attacker must test their luck. Armor reduces
damage taken.

Move → Move a number of 5' squares equal to the number of their
empty slots. 5' of movement may be spent to quaff a potion, tend to an
ally, or pull something from your inventory.

Gambit � Attempt a slick maneuver, like tripping, disarming, or blinding
the opponent. They declare the way things will go wrong for them if
they fail.



Injury and Death

Each time the damage on a player character reaches their capacity (or
a multiple of it), they must roll on the injury table. Each injury fills one
slot until it is treated or heals naturally. An injury's natural healing may
hasten by magic, with 1 day per 2 points of healing done. If an injury
doesn't have a number of days it'll last, it's considered permanent and a
solution to living with it will have to be investigated or quested for.

You can grit your teeth and bear it, however, taking an hour to bind all
non-permanent wounds, rest, then move on. If an injury is bound, it still
fills a slot, but the effects are stifled. If you roll an injury you've already
bound, it'll open it up, ruining the bindings. This adds �X� amount of time
it'll take to recover, and you won't be able to bind it again. Flesh wounds
are removed when bound.

Roll 1d12 � injuries – empty slots. You gain the noted injury, and all
injuries above it.

Result
�X�

Limbs �1�3� Torso �4�5� Head �6�

1 � 3 Flesh Wound Flesh Wound Flesh Wound

4 � 10
Disabled Limb
�X� Days

Cracked Ribs �X�
Days

Concussed �X� Days

11 � 16
1 Fatal Wound,
Mangled

1 Fatal Wound,
Crushed

1 Fatal Wound,
Skullcracked

17�
�X��15 Fatal
Wounds

�X��15 Fatal
Wounds

�X��15 Fatal Wounds



Result
�X�

Acid/Fire Cold Lightning Venom/Poison Magic

1 � 10
Burned
�X� Days

Frostbite
�X� Days

Burned
�X� Days

Sickened �X�
Days

Anathema
�X� Days

11 � 16
1 Fatal
Wound,
Blind

1 Fatal
Wound,
Frozen

1 Fatal
Wound,
Deaf

1 Fatal Wound,
Wracked

1 Fatal
Wound,
Marked

17�
�X��15
Fatal
Wounds

�X��15
Fatal
Wounds

�X��15
Fatal
Wounds

�X��15 Fatal
Wounds

�X��15
Fatal
Wounds

Injuries

Anathema � You cannot benefit from magic in any way. Magic items
reject you, and beneficial spells that target you fizzle.

Blind � Test your luck, if you succeed, you lose a random eye. If you
fail, you lose both and can't see a thing. All tasks need thrice as much
time to succeed.

Burned � While burned, you cannot wear any damage-reducing armor.

Cracked Ribs � Fills half �X� slots.

Crushed � Test your luck, if you succeed, then you gain Cracked Ribs
for X days. If you fail, you can't carry, push, or pull anything heavy.

Concussed � Always fail initiative, spells have 1-in-6 chance of fizzling
out.

Deaf � Test your luck. If you succeed, you lose hearing in one ear. If
you fail, you lose hearing in both. Automatically fail Initiative rolls.



Disabled � The injured limb is unusable. Held items are dropped. A
disabled leg only allows you to move half your normal amount. If both
legs are disabled, you can only do one action a turn and can only move
one slot worth.

Flesh Wound � The affected body part is sore, bruised, or otherwise
damaged. �1 to all Luck rolls that need that body part to succeed.

Frostbite � You need thrice the amount of time to do delicate tasks.
Your fingertips, ears, and nose go black.

Frozen � Test your luck. If you succeed, lose 1d6 digits chosen
randomly. If you fail, lose 2d6 digits, your nose, an ear, and an eye.

Mangled � Test your luck. if you fail, you lose the limb (it is
permanently disabled). If you succeed, you lose a random digit.

Marked � Test your luck. if you fail, any spell targeting you
automatically deals double the damage, applies a �4 penalty to testing
your luck, or has a suitably nasty enhancement. If you succeed, spells
targeting you deal 1 extra damage or a random minor effect.

Sickened � When your luck is tested, all rolls are lowered by half �X�.

Skullcracked � Test your luck, if you pass, then all spells and injuries fill
2 slots. If you fail, your luck is reduced by a third, rounded down.

Wracked � Test your luck. If you succeed, your capacity permanently
lowers by 1. If you fail, you take �2 damage from all sources and your
capacity permanently lowers by 1.



Fatal Wounds

When a player character has any fatal wounds, they will die in 3 rounds.
When a character has fatal wounds, they are practically unconscious,
unable to give advice or take conscious action.

Self Tending � The PC may test their luck to remove a single fatal
wound per round.

Allies � Up to two allies may use their action to remove 1 fatal wound a
round, provided they have bandages, medicine, or medical history.

Magic � Magical healing will remove 1 fatal wound per 2 points of
healing.

Spellcasting

Spells must be memorized each day, using about an hour of time, filling
an empty slot. When the spell is cast, it leaves the slot, and is unusable
until the next day. Spell's may be memorized multiple times, filling a
new slot each time. Spells are learned by wizarding schools, finding
spell scrolls or a rival wizard's spellbook, discovering a spell in nature or
trapped within an ancient artifact.

When casting a spell, the caster invests six-sided Magic Dice �MD� to a
roll. The results of the rolled dice affect the spell's power, and any dice
that roll 4�6 are depleted for the day. A full night's rest recovers any
lost magic dice. If you didn't sleep well, test your luck for each MD to
see if it was recovered anyway.

If the dice roll a pair → a mishap happens.

If they roll a triple → a doom happens.



Equipment

Every item is a resource or a tool, and they take up space. When you fill
a slot with an item, it represents you carrying it on your person, ready at
hand. Whether held in your hands, slung on a belt, or stuffed into a
backpack.

If an item is heavy or bulky, it takes up 2 slots. If an item is too big to
carry on your person, it's considered unwieldy. Unwieldy items require a
wheelbarrow, cart, sled, or other such tool to transport.

Usage Dice

If an item has a limited amount of uses, it's tracked by a Usage Die.
When you use the item (drink the potion, fire the ammo, or make a torch
check), you roll the Usage Die, and on a 1 or a 2, it drops to the next
lower die. If the item does any damage, the damage die is the same as
its usage die.

1d12 � 1d10 � 1d8 � 1d6 � 1d4 � 1 use left.



Armor

A character may only equip a suit of armor and a shield at a time. If a
unique piece of armor (most likely a unique item) would be added such
as a helmet, gloves, or boots, it will grant it's unique bonus, but not
increase the protection.

Name DR Slots Cost

Wizard's Hat �0 1 20gp

Wizard's Robes �0 1 30gp

Shield �1 2 20gp

Light Armor �1 2 50gp

Medium Armor �2 3 80gp

Heavy Armor �3 4 100gp

DR � Damage Reduction

Shields � May be sacrificed to completely negate the damage of an
attack.

Wizard's Hat & Robes � Each grants the wizard �1 Magic Die.



Weapons

Weapons are broken up into categories. Light weapons are one slot,
heavy weapons are two slots. In addition, heavy weapons will always
need two hands to wield, and thus cannot be combined with shields.
Some light weapons, such as the shortbow or staff, cannot be
combined with a shield effectively. Determined by the GM.

Weight Type Damage Range Cost Examples

Light Throwing 1d6 20ft 5gp
Dagger, Caltrops,
Hand Axe

Light Melee 1d8 - 10gp
Longsword, Club,
Quarterstaff

Light Missile 1d6 � 1 60ft 20gp
Shortbow, Sling,
Hand Crossbow

Light Firearm 2d6 100ft 50gp Flintlock, Revolver

Heavy Polearm 1d6 � 1 10ft 10gp
Halberd, Lance,
Mancatcher

Heavy Melee 1d10 - 15gp
Warhammer,
Battleaxe,
Greatsword

Heavy Missile 1d8 150ft 40gp
Longbow,
Crossbow,

Heavy Firearm 3d6 120ft 100gp
Musket, Levergun,
Shotgun

Throwing � This weapon can be used to fight in melee, or thrown for
its range.



Polearm � Attacks can be made from behind allies. Mounted attacks
have advantage, attacks within 5ft have disadvantage.

Firearm � These take a turn to re-load. Heavy Firearms can be used in
melee for 1d6 damage, either with a bayonet on the front, or using the
stock as a makeshift club.

Type Cost UD Examples

Light Ammunition 10gp 1d10 Stones, Arrows, Lead Shot

Heavy
Ammunition

15gp 1d10
Bolts, Broadheads, Paper
Cartridge



Classes and Advancement

Any class from the GLOG should work fine with these rules, however,
always talk to your Gamemaster if you have any questions whether
something makes sense to include.

To advance in their class, characters seek out capital “T” Treasure.

Not treasures, like coins or jewelry, but Treasure, something unique and
valuable in its uniqueness. It's never something immediately useful,
except in its ability to be sold at a high price.

At the end of a session of play, where a Treasure has been recovered to
a safe location (base camp, town, buried for later) the group holds an
award's ceremony of sorts.

Players vote on who was the most useful to the party during the
adventure. That person gets a d12. The runner-up gets a d6. Make sure
you show appreciation for your fellow players when doing this, it's all for
the fun of the game after all.

All players roll 1d20, with the awarded players adding their d12 and d6
respectively. Whoever rolls the highest levels up, and gets to choose
the next template in their class, or increase their Capacity or Luck by 1.
Players can also multiclass if they wish, but only if their choice makes
sense, up to the GM.

�It's not expected, but players who have leveled up already in the last
few sessions are encouraged to subtract their level from their roll.)



Gamemaster Section
The golden rule to keep in mind when running LIGAMENTS is the way
characters take action. This will inform everything you do to challenge
them.

With enough Time and the right tool, they can do anything.

Without Time, they need to expend Resources.

Without Time or Resources, they need to test their Luck.

Time

The more time you spend doing something, the more dangerous it
becomes. Torches slowly burn out, food runs low, monsters lurking
around every corner close in.

To limit the time of your characters, make sure to track it. Have them
roll to see if their torches slowly dim, or their lantern's oil runs low. Roll
every other turn to see if a wandering monster shows up, or if an omen
of one makes itself known.

Resources

The more resources you spend on something, the less rewarding it is in
the long run. Keeping a balance of what resources you use and what
you gain from using them is a simple way to challenge players.

A good tool can be used many times, but if it is misplaced, or
destroyed, or lost, then the characters will hope what they lost it for
was worth it.



Bad Luck

Luck is pretty simple to know when to use, but bad luck is a stickier
beast. Bad luck is the thing that paints a target on the backs of the
characters. If someone has low luck, it means they're always passively
targeted by the sort of stuff that you'd roll for normally. The ogre is
equal distance away from two characters? He goes after the one with
the worst luck. Magical trap is sprung by two characters at once? It hits
the character with the bad luck. Thief breaks into their room at the
tavern while the party is away? The character with the lower luck is the
one the thief decides to rob.

Keep in mind that you shouldn't always pick on the one person, bad
luck is just a handy tool to immediately know who to target. Switch it up
sometimes by targeting the person with the second-worst luck. Maybe
even have the character with the worst luck be the target of a powerful
creature which wants to tempt them with better luck, or an artifact that
removes their bad luck from consideration. For a price, of course.



Monsters

Monsters don't sustain injuries in the same way that player characters
do. Though through a gambit, a character may carve a piece off,
disable a limb, or shut down a special ability. Always reward clever
thinking in fights.

Monsters start with a number of hit points determined by Hit Dice �HD�,
which are rolled at the beginning of the fight. A monster can have
multiple attacks or even special abilities, and usually the higher the HD,
the stronger the monster is.

Converting Monsters

LIGAMENTS is designed to allow the use of monsters from other games
in the old school style, such as Old-School Essentials, Swords and
Wizardry, or Labyrinth Lords.

Hit Dice � Same, rolled to see how much damage the monster can take
before dying.

Attacks � Same, without rolling to hit.

Save � If multiple, average them. Otherwise, as is.

Damage Reduction � If monster is wearing armor, use its values.
Otherwise, a monster has �1 damage reduction if it has tough skin, �2 if
it has plates or armored hide, �3 if it's known for its impenetrable body.



Monster Morale

Fights against monsters should be quick and deadly, with both sides
getting harmed irreparably in the process. A fight is a failure to be
careful and clever, and your punishment might be death.

Sometimes a side might wish to run. For the players, this is when they
realize that continuing on won't be worth their while. For monsters, the
gamemaster tests their morale.

Monsters test morale when the first of their number is killed, and when
half of them are killed. To do this, roll 2d6 and if the result is higher than
the morale of the monster, it runs. If you are adapting a monster without
a provided morale, consult the table below.

Type Morale

Single-Minded 12

Stalwart 10

Hungry 8

Desperate 6

Cowardly 4



Exploration

LIGAMENTS expects the use of 6-mile hex's for the use of exploration.
A group can move through a number of hex's each day equal to the
lowest amount of empty slots in a party member's capacity.

Each hex has its own terrain, a single unique “key” feature, and is
frequented by wandering monsters or travelers. Key features can be as
extravagant as entrances to dungeons, or whole towns, or they can be
as simple as a forgotten shrine or strange tree that looks like a face.

Bundles of hex's (usually of the same terrain) are grouped into
territories. This informs what sort of monsters to expect, what the
history of the area might be, and what factions are at play. Territories
can be chunks of land owned by a lord, or wide swaths of burned forest
prowled by a dragon.

If a day is spent exploring a hex � It's key feature is found, but there's
a 4-in-6 chance of an encounter.

If passing through a hex � 2-in-6 chance of an encounter, 1-in-6
chance of discovering it's key feature.

Each day, every character may test their luck to forage for food. On a
success, they don't need to eat a ration. If they fail to forage, and have
no rations left over, they grow hungry. Each day the characters don't
sleep, they grow exhausted.

Hungry � A slot fills with pain and annoyance until you eat. Hunger
stacks every 4 hours that you don't eat something.

Exhausted � 2 slots fill with fog and weariness, roll on the injury and
death table at a �1.



Dungeon Crawling

While each dungeon will have its own measurements and event tables,
the standard rule of thumb is thus:

1 square � 5ft of space.

1 minute � 1 round of combat.

10 minutes � 1 dungeon turn.

If there are encounters or wandering monsters in the dungeon, you
should roll for them at a 1-in-6 chance every 2 turns. When characters
make a loud noise, the next roll is 2-in-6.

Have player characters roll a usage die for their light sources once an
hour, and have them eat a ration every 4 hours, or grow hungry.



Hirelings

One would wonder how they are supposed to carry something when
their mind is infused with spells, their body is wracked with injuries, and
their backpack is laden with loot.

That's where you hire a person to carry your torches, help with the loot,
and poke possible traps, so you don't have to. These people are
peasants and blue collar workers of the realm with no money to their
name. They stick around for the cash, but don't much like to get in
danger.

Should a hireling be with the group when a monster attacks, someone
gets injured, or the lights go out, they test morale.

A hireling tests morale like one would roll for a usage die.

Hireling Morale Monthly Rate

Peasant 1d4 1gp

Retired Soldier 1d6 5gp �10gp up front, for family and gear)

Rookie Adventurer 1d8 10gp (and a share of the loot)

Otherwise, hirelings have a Capacity and Luck the same as any other
character would. Hirelings with high low luck will be targeted by traps
and monsters more often, so they make for handy people to have
around.



Animals

Animals such as horses, ponies, mules, and dogs can also carry gear for
you, or can be ridden into battle.

Determine their capacity by rolling their hit dice, if adapting from B/X or
another system's statistics. If not, use the following table as a basis.

Animal Capacity Cost

Dog 1d6 10gp

Horse, Draft 4d6 40gp

Horse, Riding 3d6 75gp

Mule 2d6 20gp

Animals receive injuries in the same way that player characters would,
and have a luck stat equal to half of their capacity. To this vein, animals
benefit from armor in the same way a player character would, though
obviously without the use of shields.



Appendixes
Appendix E

1d100 Equipment Price

1 Ball, 1" iron 1sp

2 Ball, 1' leather 2gp

3 Bedroll 2gp

4 Bell, tiny 1gp

5 Bellows, hand 3gp

6 Block & tackle 5gp

7 Book (blank, journal) 20gp

8 Book (blank, tome) 50gp

9 Bottle, glass 3gp

10 Box, large iron* 30gp

11 Box, small iron 10gp

12 Brush, horsehair 5gp

13 Bucket, wooden 1gp

14 Cage, large iron* 35gp

15 Cage, small iron 15gp

16 Caltrops, �1d4 UD� 1gp

17 Candles �5� 5sp

18 Canvas, 5' sheet waxed 10gp

19 Chain, 10' 30gp

20 Chalk �5� 5sp



1d100 Equipment Price

21 Chest, large wooden* 5gp

22 Chest, small wooden 1gp

23 Chisel 2gp

24 Cooking pots 3gp

25 Crowbar 10gp

26 Deck of playing cards 5gp

27 Deck of tarot cards 5gp

28 Dice, bone or wood 1gp

29 File, iron 2gp

30 Firewood �5� 1gp

31 Fishing net, weighted 3gp

32 Fishing rod 4gp

33 Garlic 5gp

34 Grappling hook 25gp

35 Holy symbol, gold 100gp

36 Holy symbol, wood 1gp

37 Holy water, �1d6 UD� 25gp

38 Hook, metal 5gp

39 Hourglass 20gp

40 Ink, vial of 1gp

41 Instrument, brass 40gp

42 Instrument, string 20gp

43 Instrument, woodwind 5gp

44 Iron pitons �5� 5sp



1d100 Equipment Price

45 Ladder, 10'* 5gp

46 Lantern, bullseye 20gp

47 Lantern, hooded 10gp

48 Lock 20gp

49 Lock picks 25gp

50 Magnifying glass 3gp

51 Mallet 2gp

52 Manacles 15gp

53 Marbles, �1d4 UD� 1gp

54 Matches, �1d8 UD� 5gp

55 Mining pick 3gp

56 Mirror, hand-sized steel 5gp

57 Music box 100gp

58 Nails �5� 5cp

59 Needle (bone) & thread 1sp

60 Needle (iron) & thread 1gp

61 Oil, �1d8 UD� 2gp

62 Paint, �1d6 UD� blue/green/purple 50gp

63 Paint, �1d6 UD� brown/red/yellow 10gp

64 Parchment, sheet 5sp

65 Pliers, iron 3gp

66 Pole, 10' long* 1gp

67 Powder, glass �1d4 UD� 1gp

68 Powder, sawdust �1d4 UD� 1sp



1d100 Equipment Price

69 Quill 1gp

70 Rations �1 week), iron 15gp

71 Rations �1 week), fresh 5gp

72 Razor, straight 2gp

73 Rope, 50' 1gp

74 Sack, large 2gp

75 Sack, small 1gp

76 Salt, �1d6 UD� 5sp

77 Saw 1gp

78 Shears, iron hand 3gp

79 Shovel* 5gp

80 Sledgehammer* 5gp

81 Smoking pipe, copper 5gp

82 Smoking pipe, wood 3gp

83 Spade, hand 2gp

84 Spices, �1d4 UD� 15gp

85 Spyglass 100gp

86 Stakes �5� 1gp

87 Tent, 2-person* 10gp

88 Tent, 4-person* 20gp

89 Tinder box, �1d6 UD� 3gp

90 Torches �5� 1gp

91 Twine, 100' ball 1gp

92 Vial, glass 1gp



1d100 Equipment Price

93 Waterskin 1gp

94 Wax pucks �5� 2gp

95 Weight, 10lb lead* 4gp

96 Whistle, wooden 1gp

97 Wine, pint 5sp

98 Wire �10'), gold 20gp

99 Wire �10'), steel 10gp

100 Wolfsbane 10gp

“*” � Item is heavy or bulky, taking up 2 slots.

Appendix C

1d100 Careers

1 Acolyte

2 Acrobat

3 Actor

4 Alchemist

5 Animal Trainer

6 Apprentice

7 Architect

8 Armorsmith

9 Assassin

10 Astronomer

11 Baker



1d100 Careers

12 Banker

13 Barber

14 Barkeep

15 Barrister

16 Beggar

17 Bellringer

18 Blacksmith

19 Bookbinder

20 Bounty Hunter

21 Bowyer

22 Brewer

23 Burglar

24 Butcher

25 Candlemaker

26 Caravaneer

27 Carpenter

28 Cartographer

29 Chaplain

30 Cobbler

31 Con Artist

32 Confectioner

33 Cook

34 Cryer

35 Dancer



1d100 Careers

36 Drifter

37 Dyer

38 Executioner

39 Explorer

40 Farmer

41 Fisher

42 Fortune Teller

43 Gambler

44 Gardener

45 Gladiator

46 Glass Blower

47 Gongfarmer

48 Gravedigger

49 Guard

50 Guide

51 Hermit

52 Hireling

53 Hunter

54 Iceman

55 Investigator

56 Jeweler

57 Juggler

58 Laborer

59 Lamplighter



1d100 Careers

60 Librarian

61 Locksmith

62 Lumberjack

63 Mason

64 Miller

65 Miner

66 Minstrel

67 Monk

68 Noble

69 Page

70 Painter

71 Pickpocket

72 Poet

73 Porter

74 Priest

75 Quartermaster

76 Rancher

77 Ranger

78 Rat catcher

79 Rope maker

80 Sailor

81 Scribe

82 Sculptor

83 Servant



1d100 Careers

84 Shaman

85 Ship builder

86 Shopkeep

87 Silversmith

88 Soldier

89 Squire

90 Storyteller

91 Tailor

92 Tanner

93 Tax collector

94 Thatcher

95 Thug

96 Tinker

97 Toymaker

98 Translator

99 Tutor

100 Weaver


